
Jodo 杖道 

History 
Jodo is a medieval Japanese martial art, supposedly formalized by the swordmaster 
Musō Gonnosuke Katsuyoshi (夢想 權之助 勝吉) in the late 16th century. According to 
the official story, Gonnosuke challenged Musashi to a duel thinking that his skills with 
the bo staff would overcome the great swordmaster. Musashi defeated him, sparing 
his life. Gonnosuke resolved to discover a way to fight the sword and discovered 
shortening the bo allowed him to utilize more sword-like techniques. Armed with his 
new short staff or jo, Gonnosuke again challenged Musashi and this time forced him to 
concede. Out of gratitude for Musashi’s mercy, he spared Musashi’s life. 
 
According to the legend, Gonnosuke called his new art Shinto Muso-Ryu (神道夢想流, 
literally “the Shinto dream style”) because he conceived of the jo in a dream in which a 
small child appeared to him and told him, “holding a small stick, find the solar plexus”). 
Whether or not this actually happened, the name has remained the same. Originally 
jodo was known as jujutsu but like so many arts, the name was changed after World 
War II to reflect a less martial style. 

Jodo in the Manchester Budo Club Curriculum 
One of the latter forms of aikido, led by Morihiro Saito at Iwama, adapted the jo 
practices of O-Sensei into a form known as aiki-jo. Although closely related to jodo, 
aiki-jo is not practiced in Shodokan Aikido. The jo is, however, included in the 
shodokan aikido curriculum in many of the koryu kata which are learned by the 
yudansha. In particular, shodokan aikidoka are required to learn jo dori  (keeping) and jo 
nage (taking) from the koryu dai san as part of the sandan curriculum. 
 
Outside of the koryu dai san, many of the MBC club members learn jodo from the 
curriculum of the Zen Nippon Kendo Renmei (All Japan Kendo Federation or AJKF). 
The AJKF curriculum was first formalized in 1968 when the AJKF was formed, and it 
has been revised a couple of times over the years. This is the curriculum that appears 
in this manual.  



 

Jodo Equipment 

Weapons 
The jo is a rounded staff made of red or white oak. At 128cm (about 50”) long, it is 
considerably shorter than the bo (180cm, 71”). It is longer than a sword but much 
shorter than a spear.  
 
Shinto Muso-Ryu Jodo has one specific purpose – defense against the sword. The 
terms tachi   (刀大) and ken (刀剣) both mean “sword.” Technically a tachi is a long 
sword while ken is a more generic word. In jodo, tachi is the more commonly used 
word. Practice swords are made of wood and are therefore called boku-to (or bokken 
in aikido). They are made of oak, and the dimensions can vary. Generally, however, a 
boku-to is 101.5cm (40”) long. The boku-to has a tsubo or hand-guard. The boku-to is 
generally referred to as tachi in jodo and is treated as a live blade (shinken). 

Roles in Jodo 
Almost all jodo involves two practitioners. There are drills performed solo, but they are 
only to provide skills for waza. The practitioners are either shidachi or uchidachi.  
 

受太刀 打太刀 
SHIDACHI UCHIDACHI 

“receiving sword” “attacking with sword” 
JO BOKU-TO 

Usually the student Usually the teacher 



Etiquette in Kata and Demonstration 
Jodo is highly formalized, both for style and safety. Observance of proper form is 
required.  

The Resting Bow (Za-rei) 
At the beginning of any training session, it is customary for the class to bow to the 
instructor and their fellow practitioners.  

1. Uchidachi and Shidachi assume seiza posture facing one another across the 
room. 

2. Uchi places the boku-to on the ground in front of him with the tsuba in line with 
his right knee and the blade’s edge facing his own body. 

3. Shi places the jo on the ground about 10cm from the side of his right leg, with 
the center of the jo in line with his body. 

4. Both should sit upright and be attentive at all times. 
5. Placing their left hand and then right hand in front of their knees to form a 

triangle shape, both incline their bodies forward until both elbows touch the 
floor. Both bow simultaneously. 

6. They may return to their seiza position, take their weapons and rise. 

The Standing Bow (Ritsu-rei) 
At the beginning and end of a demonstration or kata practice, the partners should bow 
out of respect for one another. 

1. Both Uchidachi and Shidachi should adopt a neutral stance, facing one another. 
2. Uchi places the boku-to in his left hand, holding it at his belt, edge up (sageto). 
3. Shi holds the jo in his right hand, with right wrist touching his body. The bottom 

end of the jo should be about 5cm from the little toe of the right foot, in line with 
the tip of the big toe (ritsu-jo). 

4. Bow forward from the hips about 15º with your eyes always meeting your 
partner’s. Return to the upright position. 

Exchanging Weapons (Shi-Uchi Kotai) 
Practitioners will exchange roles during practice. 

1. Uchi adopts tsune no kamae and Shi moves to sageto shisei and the two 
approach along the center line. 

2. Shi offers the jo, holding it vertically and Uchi presents the tachi, gripping it 
vertically with blade facing him and pointed down. 

3. The exchange takes place with both gripping above the other’s grip.  
4. Each takes a half step to the left.  
5. Uchi assumes sageto shisei and Shi tsune no kamae. Both return to the ready 

positions. 



 

Kamae (jo positioning) 
Kamei includes both upper and lower body posture, and in jodo, these are generally 
linked. Shown below are twelve basic positions of the jo. They can be either migi or 
hidari. The next section will deal with some of the variations in relationship to uchi.  

SAGE JO HONTE  TSUNE  GYAKUTE  

HIKIOTOSHI  ICHIMONJI ICHIRIKI SASAE 

HASSO JODAN KASUMI MONOMI 



Kamae (body position) 
Jodo demands specific body positioning in the kata. This is because the way your feet 
and hips are positioned has a strong influence on your ability to affect uchi’s attack. 
Proper position will permit shi to properly engage uchi in rigo (meeting and separating) 
from proper maai (distance).  

Shizentai 
Generally, we begin with ritsurei, from the position known as shizentai. This posture, 
adopted from kendo, involves standing up straight with your heels together and feet 
pointing out at 45º angles.  Shizentai is generally our starting posture for everything. 

Hanmi 
Shizentai is a resting or “watchful” position. It is tactically secure; but it is not very 
effective for movement. In order to engage uchi, jodo utilizes hanmi kamae or “side-on” 
positions. These are stable positions, usually with the rear foot angled off center.  
 
There are two main hanmi:  

• Ya Ya Hanmi (literally “a little bit”). In this position, your rear foot is off center but 
your front foot is more or less on center. Although the feet are turned, the hips 
and shoulders are still facing forward, as is the head. 

• Ma Hanmi (“fully”). Your heels are both on center line but the balls of your feet 
are off center. The upper body is turned to the side, although the head is still 
facing forward. 

 
The difference is illustrated below. 

   



Tandoku Dosa Illustrated 
HONTE UCHI 

 
 
GYAKUTE UCHI 

 
 
 
HIKIOTOSHI UCH 
 



KAESHI TSUKI 

 
GYAKUTE TSUKI 

 
 
MAKI OTOSHI (WRAPPING DROP) 



KURI TSUKE (SPINNING ATTACHMENT) 

 
KURI HANASHI (SPINNING RELEASE) 

 
 



TAI ATARI (BODY HIT) 

 
 
TSUKI HAZUSHI UCHI (THRUST OUTSIDE STRIKE) 

 
 



DO BARAI UCHI (TORSO SWEEPING STRIKE) 

 
TAI HAZUSHI UCHI (BODY OUTSIDE STRIKE) 

 



 
 
 
 


